Abstract-This paper studies a problem of defending safety-critical infrastructure from adversarial swarm. We employ a closed formation ('StringNet') of defending agents around the adversarial agents to restrict their motion and guide them to a safe area through obstacle populated environment. Control laws for forming this StringNet and guiding it to a safe area are developed and the performance is analyzed formally. Flocking motion is considered for the adversarial swarm in the presence of rectangular obstacles for which modifications to the existing flocking control laws are provided.
I. Introduction
Swarm technology has seen a rapid growth recently. Safety-critical infrastructure such as government facilities, airports, military bases are at increased risk of being attacked by swarms of adversarial agents (e.g. aerial robots). This creates a need for developing solutions to defend safety-critical infrastructure from attacks by such adversarial swarms, particularly in crowded urban areas.
Counteracting an adversarial swarm by means of physical interceptions [1] - [3] at low altitudes in an urban environment may not be desired due to human presence. Under the assumption of risk-averse adversarial agents (attackers) which tend to move away from the defending agents (defenders) and from other dynamic objects, herding can be used as an indirect way of guiding the attackers to some safe area.
The robotic herding approach to herd a flock of birds away from an airport in [4] uses an n-wavefront algorithm, where the birds on the boundary of the flock are influenced based on the locations of the airport and a safe area. Stability and performance guarantees for a bird flock with directed star communication graph are provided in [5] , as well as experimental results in [6] .
In [7] , [8] a circular arc formation of herders is used to influence the nonlinear dynamics of the herd based on a potential-field approach. The authors design a pointoffset control to guide the herd close to a specified location. The approach of herding by caging is adopted in [9] where a cage of high potential is formed around the sheep (attackers). An RRT approach is used to find a motion plan for the robots while maintaining the cage.
In [10] , [11] the authors discuss herding using a switched systems approach; the herder chases targets sequentially by switching among them so that certain dwell-time conditions are satisfied to guarantee stability of the resulting trajectories. However, no input constraints were considered, while the number of chased targets is limited. The authors in [12] use approximate dynamic programming to obtain approximately optimal control policies for the herder to chase a target agent to a goal location. However, none of these works considered any obstacles in the environment. In our prior work [13] , we developed vector field based strategy for herding a single attacker to a safe area in presence of rectangular obstacles.
In this paper, we consider a problem defending a safety critical area (protected area) from an adversarial swarm. We address this as a problem of herding a swarm of attackers to a safe area, strategically located away from the protected area, while avoiding the static rectangular obstacles of the urban environment. For simplicity, we consider 2D motion of the agents. We propose what we call 'StringNet Herding', in which a closed formation of strings called 'StringNet' (either physical or virtual straight line barriers) is formed by the defenders around the swarm of attackers. It is assumed that the string between two defenders serves as a barrier through which the attackers cannot escape. This StringNet is then controlled collectively to herd the swarm of attackers.
Previous works assume some form of potential field to model the repulsion felt by the attacker from the defenders and develop herding strategies for the defenders based on that. However, for multiple attackers, these approaches need not create a closed barrier around the attackers and some of the attackers maybe able to escape through. In contrast, the proposed approach only requires to assume that the attackers would want to avoid collisions with barriers and the particular details of the repulsion felt by the attackers need not be known a priori. However, to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed algorithm, flocking behaviour is assumed for the attackers.
After the early work by [14] on flocking of boids (birds, fish etc.), flocking of autonomous agents has been a widely studied topic [15] . Olfati-Saber et. al in [16] , [17] discuss flocking control for α-lattices in the presence of the static obstacles (spherical, infinite walls). [18] develop a distributed algorithm for robots with bounded control inputs to track a formation trajectory while avoiding collisions, but only circular obstacles were considered which can be conservative for a congested urban setting.
[19] considers general convex obstacles but the velocity of the β-agents employed to avoid collisions is not smooth and would yield non-smooth control action for the agents while avoiding the obstacle. We build on the existing works [16] , [17] , [20] to develop a flocking controller for the attackers in the presence of rectangular obstacles. For obstacle avoidance we employ the β-agent strategy developed in [16] , [17] , in which a virtual agent called β-agent is assumed to be moving along the boundary of the obstacle whenever a moving agent senses that obstacle. The control action of the moving agent is designed such that it maintains a certain distance from this β-agent using a potential function approach. Compared to previous works, which either avoid circular obstacles [16] or avoid any convex obstacles [19] , we generate β-agents along a smooth superelliptic curve around the rectangular obstacles, which are more prevalent in urban settings, to avoid collisions.
Prior works [7] - [9] treat robots as point masses and no inter-agent collision is addressed. In our work, we assume agents with known circular footprints, and we consider the problem of inter-agent collision avoidance. The formation is assumed to have already formed around the sheep in [9] which would be more challenging in case of self-interested attackers. Furthermore, the caging of the sheep is only ensured with constant velocity motion under additional conservative assumptions on the distances between the agents. We develop control law to converge to the formation in finite time and no constant velocity assumption is made about the attackers.
In summary, the novelties and the contributions are:
• An effective 'StringNet' to restrict the motion of the attackers to the area inside the StringNet and to herd them toward a safe area. We develop control laws for the defenders to form the StringNet in finite time and to take it to safe area and prove the performance formally.
• β-agents along a specially designed superelliptic smooth contour around rectangular obstacles for obstacle avoidance in flocking. This allows smooth velocity profile for the β-agents while being less conservative around the rectangular obstacles. The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II describes the mathematical modeling and problem statement. The flocking and herding algorithms are discussed in Section III and IV, while simulations and results are provided in Section V. The conclusions and our thoughts on future work are discussed in Section VI.
II. Modeling and Problem Statement
Notation: Vectors and matrices are denoted by small and capital bold letters, respectively (e.g. r, P). Script letters denote sets (P). . denotes Euclidean norm of its argument. |.| denotes absolute value of a scalar argument and cardinality if the argument is a set. A special function sig α is defined as: sig α (x) = x |x| α−1 .
R + denotes the set of positive real numbers.
ok (t) are the Euclidean distance between object b 2 and b 1 , and the Superelliptic distance between b 1 and O k , respectively, at time t. The argument t would be omitted whenever clear from the context. σ b2 b1 (δ) is a blending function [21] , characterized by a triplet δ σ = (δ m ,δ, δ u ) and defined in Eq. (1), corresponding to the active field around the object b 2 for the object b 1 which is at a distance δ from
, so that (1) is a C 1 function. The argument δ is either the Euclidean distance or the Super-elliptic distance, depending on the objects under consideration, and would be omitted whenever clear from the context.
where (r p , ρ p ) and (r s , ρ s ) are the centers and radii of the corresponding areas, respectively. The agents A i and D j are modeled as discs of radii ρ a and ρ d ≤ ρ a , respectively and have double integrator dynamics with a linear drag term:
where
T are the position vectors of A i and D j , respectively, with respect to (w.r.t.) a global inertial frame
T are their velocity vectors, respectively, and
T are their control accelerations, respectively, whose norms are bounded by u ma and u md . This modified double integrator dynamics automatically poses a realistic speed bound on the vehicle under a limited acceleration control. We also assume the following:
Assumption 1: Every defender D j can sense the position r ai and velocity v ai of the attacker A i once A i lies inside a circular sensing-zone
We consider static obstacles O k of rectangular shape, with their edges aligned with the axes of F g , defined as:
where r ok = [x ok y ok ] T is the center, w ok is the length alongî, and h ok is the length alongĵ of
The aim of the attackers is to attack the protected area P as a flock through the obstacle populated environment and the defenders want to herd this flock to the safe area S before the flock reaches P. Formally, we consider the following two problems.
Problem 1 (Flocking): Design control actions u ai , ∀i ∈ I a such that A's maintain the pre-specified formation until they reach the formation centered at P except while avoiding the static rectangular obstacles.
Problem 2 (Herding): Find control actions u dj ∀j ∈ I d to accomplish: 1) StringNet formation around the swarm of attackers in finite time, 2) Once the StringNet is formed, move the StringNet to the safe area S while avoiding the obstacles O k .
III. Flocking
In this section, we describe the flocking dynamics for the attackers in presence of rectangular obstacles. First, we formally define some graph theoretic notions.
Definition 1 (Neighboring Graph): [20] The neighboring graph, G = {V, E}, is an undirected graph consisting of: 1) a set of vertices (nodes), V = {ν 1 , ..., ν N }, indexed by the agents in the group, and 2) a set of edges,
containing unordered pairs of nodes that represent neighboring relations.
The neighboring graph for the attackers is denoted as G a = {V a , E a } with the attackers A i , ∀i ∈ I a as the vertices of V a , implying that |V a | = N a . Each attacker A i only communicates with its neighboring attackers and designs control actions locally based on the information from its neighbors. The neighboring set of A i is given as:
is a differentiable, nonnegative, radially unbounded function of the distance R j i between agents i and j, such that:
, and 2) V j i attains its unique minimum when agents i and j are located at a desired distanceR
is the desired distance between agent i and agent j. R j,m i is the minimum distance from agent i to agent j at which the agent i should feel the maximum repulsion from the agent j.
) is a local minima of V j i . Since it is the only point in the domain of V j i satisfying Eq. (8) and (9) it is also the unique minima of V j i . The swarm of attackers aims to reach the protected area P while avoiding the static obstacles O k and maintaining a flock described by potential functions V ai ′ ai for all i, i ′ ∈ I a over the neighboring graph G a . Inspired from the works on flocking dynamics [20] , [22] , [23] , we design control action for flocking of the attackers as: [17] . The convergence analysis for this is provided in [20] for the case without last term i.e. no navigational control command. Similar analysis can be performed to establish the convergence of the formation to r p , since flocking is not the focus of this paper we omit the analysis in the interest of space.
A. β-agents around Rectangular Obstacles
The position r βik = [x βik , y βik ]
T of the agent β ik is defiend as the projection of r ai on the superelliptic contour of level ξ m ok and the velocity v βik as the projection of v ai along the tangent to the superelliptic contour at r βi in the direction of motion of A i . The superelliptic distance E ok is defined as:
The superelliptic contour SE ok , of level ξ m ok , is defined as: SE ok = r ∈ R 2 |E ok = ξ m ok , The projection r βik of r ai on the SE ok is the closest point on SE ok such that the unit tangentt ok (r βik ) to SE ok at r βik is normal to Fig. 1 : β agent around rectangles for obstacle avoidance r ai − r βik . This gives us:
(12b) Equation 12(b) is obtained from the fact that the product of slopes of two perpendicular lines is -1. One can obtain r βik by solving Eq. (12) . Figure 1 shows the projection r βik (green square) for a given r ai (red circle). The velocity v βik can be then obtained as:
B. Avoiding Dynamic Obstacles during Flocking 1) Avoiding the Defenders:
In addition to avoiding static obstacles, it is assumed that the flock of attackers also want to avoid the defenders. The attackers apply the following control action: (14) where σ dj ai is a smooth blending function of R dj ai and is characterized by the triplet
is a set of neighboring defenders defined as:
2) Avoiding the Strings: There may exist a barrier, like a string, between two defenders. The attackers also avoid these string barriers by using similar avoiding strategies as discussed earlier. The attackers use potential function similar to the one in Eq. (7) . The potential function V bs ai for a A i corresponding to a string barrier B s is defined in terms of the distance, R bs ai , of A i from the line passing through B s , as shown in Fig. 2 .
The control action for D j corresponding to avoiding these strings is given as: (15) where v bs is the velocity of the projection of r ai on the barrier B s , and σ 
IV. Herding
To herd the flock of attackers to S, we propose 'StringNet Herding'. StringNet is a closed net of strings formed by the defenders as shown in Fig.2 . We consider the motion of the agents in 2D space. The strings connecting the defenders can be thought of as an actual physical string (rope) or some mechanism that the defenders use to not allow the attacker to pass through them once they are connected. The strings are assumed be a straight line between the two defenders which are connected by it. The attackers can sense these strings in their sensing zone. It is assumed that even after being connected by the strings the motion of defenders is not restricted. The underlying graph structure for the 'StringNet' is termed as String Net and is formally defined as follows: ←→ denotes a string between the agents, which is a mechanism employed by two defenders to not allow the attackers to pass through the space between them.
The StringNet herding consist of three phases: 1) Semicircular net formation, 2) Complete StringNet formation and 2) Moving the StringNet to S. These phases are discussed in detail as follows.
A. Semicircular net formation
The defenders may be scattered in the environment accomplishing other tasks. Once the intruding attackers are sensed in the sensing zone Z s d , the defenders are tasked to herd them. This requires collaboration among the defenders. In order to trap the attackers inside a StringNet, the defenders first converge to an open semicircular net formation in the way of the attackers. The idea is to converge to a semicircular formation where all defenders get connected by strings to each other except the end defenders, for example D 1 and D 5 in Fig. 3 . The semicircular formation is formed such that its open mouth faces toward the attackers, the blue formation shown in Fig. 3 . To achieve this, a desired stationary semicircular formation is designed as:
where θ ac (0) gives the initially observed direction from which attackers are approaching P. r
is a location such that ρ
is the maximum distance CoM of the attackers can travel towards P during the StringNet formation phase. Desired position r g dj is clear from the obstacles i.e. E dj,g ok > ξ u ok , ∀j ∈ I d , ∀k ∈ I o such that the attackers still continue along θ ac (0). To converge to this formation, the following finite-time stabilizing control is used. 
B. Complete StringNet Formation
The most critical part of the 'StringNet Herding' is the successful formation of the StringNet. Once the semicircular net formation is in place, the defenders wait until attackers come within the semicircular region and the center of mass (CoM) of the attackers, r ac , starts moving away from the defenders. This gives defenders a chance to assess if the attackers are risk-averse or not. When the CoM starts moving away, it means the attackers are repelling from the string barrier and they have started moving away from the defenders. At this time, the defenders would start moving in order to complete a StringNet around the attackers. If the attackers do not repel, then the defenders might have to physically intercept or capture the attackers, however, this is not the focus of this paper. To trap the attackers inside StringNet, a desired regular polygon formation is designed around the connectivity region of the attackers 
The radius ρ sn should satisfy,
is the maximum footprint of a formation that can pass through the space between the obstacles in the environment. The attackers are assumed to stay within a connectivity region of radius ρ ac around their CoM, r ac . The radius ρ ac is smaller than ρ max sn to allow for the attackers to navigate through the space between the obstacles. The parameter b d is the maximum position tracking error while the defenders converge to the StringNet formation as obtained in Theorem 2.
The control action for D j during this phase is: (20) where r δj and v δj are the position and the velocity of a β-agent, corresponding to the D j on the boundary of the connectivity region of the attackers. The StringNet is achieved when the defenders reach b d close to their desired location during this phase.
During the StringNet formation phase and moving it to the safe area, the defenders want to ensure that the attackers have enough space for their movement. To achieve this, the number of defenders require to herd the given number of attackers with connectivity region of radius ρ ac and assuming that a formation with maximum circular footprint of ρ max sn can pass through the obstacles in the environment can be obtained as:
where ⌈·⌉ is ceiling function whose output is the smallest integer greater than its argument.
C. Moving the StringNet to safe area
Once the defenders form a StringNet around the attackers, they move as single rigid formation. The defenders in StringNet apply control action corresponding to their CoM and the control law is designed as: (22) δ ck refers to the β-agent on the obstacle O k corresponding to the CoM of the defenders. During this phase the acceleration u dj of D j is bounded by u dj < ηu ma , for η < 1, so that the attackers can keep pace with the defenders.
D. Convergence Analysis
Theorem 2: The StringNet G s centered at r ac is formed around the attackers in finite time under the control action given in Eq. (18) and (20) while avoiding collisions, except for a set of measure zero initial conditions.
Proof: Consider relative dynamics of two agents during the semi-circular formation phase with unbounded acceleration:
r are the components of the rest of the terms inė v parallel to e r and perpendicular to e r , respectively. For agents moving with finite speeds, both these terms will be finite. For R
is negative, monotonic and tends to −∞ as R (29) These distances have to be less than 1 for no collisions. It can be observed from Fig. 6 that all these distances are less than 1 for all times ensuring no collisions. Simulation video can be found at https://youtu.be/DUmPXnLGGJQ. 
VI. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a herding method called as 'StringNet Herding' for defending a protected area from adversarial swarm. In StringNet herding a closed formation of strings (StringNet) is formed by the defenders around the attackers in 2D space restricting attackers' motion to the space inside the StringNet. This StringNet is then moved to the safe area while avoiding the static rectangular obstacles in the space. Flocking motion is assumed for the attackers to demonstrate the herding algorithm. We also provided modifications to the existing flocking algorithm to model attackers' motion in presence of rectangular obstacles by designing β-agents with smooth velocity moving along a smooth super-elliptic contour around the rectangular obstacles. Convergence of the defenders to the StringNet trapping the attackers inside in finite time and that of the StringNet to the safe area is formally proved. Simulations demonstrate the flocking and herding of the attackers.
In future, we plan to investigate the proposed method in experiments with ground robots.
